
Ancient Aliens Marathon - Sci'Fi Cafe - Sunday, January 27th

Noon 'til 6pm

3:00 PM: Aliens & The Creation of Man
Whyare humans so different from every other species on Earth? Didwe evolve from ape--or
is our intelligence the result of contact with an otherworldly source? Could unexplained
advances in human evolution be the work of interstellar beings? 10,OOO-year-oldpetroglyphs
link our ancient ancestors with star beings. Might evidence of alien contact help unlock the
mystery of the Creation of Man?

4:00 PM: Alien Tech
Super-heated death rays•••High-tech rockets •••Powerful sonic weapons •••Are these examples
of modern day science or could these technologies have originated thousands of years ago?
Is it possible that early man possessed scientific knowledge far beyond that of our own
century? Ancient texts, folklore and art suggest humans witnessed disc-shaped flying
machines and fire-spewing chariots. Could these be accounts of flying saucers and rocket
ships? And if so, was advanced technology left here by visitors from the stars? Did mankind's
quest to unlock the secrets of levitation, anti-gravity and laser technology merely spring
from our imaginations or did these ideas come from otherworldly beings?

5:00 PM: Aliens & The Old West
Ancient Astronaut theorists believe aliens have been visiting earth for thousands of years. If
so, might we find evidence of this even in the stories of America's Old West? In Aurora, Texas,
the local cemetery claims to hold the body of an alien whose ship crashed there in 1897. In
Utah, petroglyphs depict strange beings wearing what look like space suits. In southern
California, 19th century ranchers reported seeing an otherworldly creature emerge from
Elizabeth Lake. Andeven in Tombstone, Arizona, the home of Wyatt Earp and the site of the
gunfight at the O.K.Corral, cowboys claimed to have shot at a giant, metallic bird Are these
simply campfire tales, or did the cowboys and native people of America's WildWest actually
come in contact with alien beings from another--much more distant--frontier?

In Loving Memory •..•Philip Coppens
January 25, 1971 •..•December 30, 2012


